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The Pathway of The Stars of God
“The pathway of The Stars of God is both signposted and directive.
The pathway of The Stars of God starts as a funnel in a tunnel,
ends with wide open vistas fit for the
Kings and Queens of God.
The pathway of The Stars of God leads all who tread it home to God,
home to the King of kings,
home to the place prepared,
home to My garden for the family of God. ...”

Scribal Note: The front image is that of the small Central Otago
township of Beaumont, New Zealand, with its fertile flats— saved by the
people from being inundated, to a depth of thirty metres, for an electricity
generating reservoir dam on this, the Clutha, river.

”
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God Speaks of Loving

The family of The Loved of God have His heart declar
in embracing the Secured with a common destiny
led past the markers on the journey home
where the inheritance of The Saints
of God receive their honouring
in the reaching of the goal
.

His Creation

The supreme reward for Faith is laid out:
the future life of man as he inherits
that which has been stored in
readiness of achievement;
all has been prepared
as set in Eternity.

Anthony A. Eddy
(Scribe)

ªThe law of man requires an Author.
The grace of God looks to a Scribe.
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I again have very real cause for gratitude in offering
the preparation of this, His eighth, book also into His care.
To our God of love, of justice, of redemption
who is very interested in all we do
and in our achieving our return home.
For He alone is worthy of the devotion of Man.

“For God so loved‡ the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that
whoever believes in Him should not perish but have everlasting life.
For God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the world, but
that the world through Him might be saved.
He who believes in Him is not condemned; but he who does not believe
is condemned already, because he has not believed in the name of the
only begotten Son of God.”
Jesus, the Christ, The Bible: John 3:16-18 (NKJV)

Scribal Note: loved, ‘agapao (ag-ah-pah-oh); Strong’s #25: Unconditional love, love by choice and by an act of will. The word denotes
unconquerable benevolence and undefeatable goodwill. Agapao will
never seek anything but the highest good for fellow mankind. Agapao
(the verb) and agape (the noun) are the words for God’s unconditional
love. it does not need a chemistry, an affinity, or a feeling. Agapao is a
word that exclusively belongs to the Christian community. It is a love
virtually unknown to writers outside the New Testament.’
New Spirit Filled Life Bible, (NKJV): World Wealth 3:16
‡
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Free In Deed
“I,
The Lord Jesus,
speak to all who hold this the eighth book as dictated to,
and recorded by,
My servant,
Anthony.
For mighty is his effort in his perseverance
and commitment with his one finger typing.
I,
The Lord Jesus,
cause this,
My end-time record for man,
to be brought before him:
for his perusal in order he may come to an understanding—
of his prospects for a future life with Me.
I,
The Lord Jesus,
recommend man’s examination carefully and with attention:
for all that is declared to man in these eight books—
emanating from the throne room of God.
For these,
My end-time scrolls,
impart knowledge of what man should expect prior to My return:
of how to dwell in righteousness,
of the importance of the truth,
of the gifts of My Spirit,
of the prospects for My bride,
of the achievement of eternal life,
of how to uplift the promises of God,
of how to accept My gift of grace
while it is today.

VIII

I,
The Lord Jesus,
would not have man in ignorance,
would not have man in fear,
would not have man falling for the devil’s lies,
for the devil’s temptations,
for the devil’s capturing of the soul
of man.
I,
The Lord Jesus,
have the angelic hosts of Heaven in their thousands of thousands
on their thousands of thousands:
who are assigned to attend to the welfare of My people—
upon receipt of a request.
I,
The Lord Jesus,
anticipate with great joy the likelihood of meeting My
spirit children:
in My garden as accompanied—
each by an embodied soul.
I,
The Lord Jesus,
proclaim to those with unbelief,
to those with non-belief,
to those who know not faith developed to the fore:
to search,
to seek,
to knock,
to commit,
to grow,
to develop to live within the field of faith—
where as neighbours does the field of righteousness
prevail alongside the field of truth.
For as righteousness prevails so peace becomes secure.
For as truth prevails so lies lose control.
For as both dwell at home within My temple so My Spirit leads

IX

and counsels.
For freedom is welcomed as captivity departs.
For grace befriends and cleanses when the anguish of the
heart beseeches.
I,
The Lord Jesus,
would welcome all those in captivity,
as the devil supervises evil:
to join the flock of the Good Shepherd—
and so come to participate in the freedom known to God.”
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Introduction
These divine items mostly consist of truth statements intermixed with
counselling items and are presented for serious contemplation as to their
ramifications and how we approach them in the conclusions we may
draw. For they are filled with great significance for these present times.
I testify here to one and all that these items are not of my writing
nor instigation. These items do not stand alone but smoothly build on the
preceding ones as if designed as an unfolding story with an establishing
foundation. On the original individual documents the scribe has begun
each divine item with the words: “‘And I hear the Lord Jesus saying….,’
“…”. It does not appear necessary to have this phrase repetitively
introducing each item in this book. Please take it, therefore, as a ’given’
as to the stated origin both by testimony and by claim.
The style of the book preserves the scribal notes in italics; while
double quotation marks (“ ”) enclose text of a divine origin, for example,
each of the items. Note “‘the cross”’ is not usually capitalized herein as
the means of the Lord’s death, being treated as similar to a knife or a
sword. Also ‘the’, in the sense of uniqueness, is capitalized when part of a
divine title or closely associated with divinity (e.g., “‘The Lord Jesus’,”
compared with “‘the Lord in the House of Lords’.” British spelling is
used for reasons of national culture. Each item may be accurately
searched from within His website. A concordance or a thesaurus has not
been used at any stage prior to, during, or after the receiving of these
texts. A dictionary (Oxford Concise™) has sometimes been used to
comprehend fully, the words of the divine voice used in expressing His
intent. Because of the means of receipt, the punctuation is subject to
human interpretation. Minor spelling “‘typos”’ are scribal, and the titles
usually are also. Multiple subjects sometimes occur in a particular item,
which may preclude the title being entirely appropriate in terms of
descriptive accuracy.
Great care has been taken to ensure scribal accuracy in hearing
and transcribing what are now these printed pages of divinely originated
items. Every word is as received without later omissions, additions,
substitutions, or edits.
May the Holy Spirit so testify as such to every enquiring soul.
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GOD SPEAKS EX HIS HEART

The Sparkle of A Diamond
“The sparkle of a diamond as cut and polished by man is beautiful
to behold,
is beautiful to wear,
is beautiful to own,
is beautiful as a repository
of wealth,
is beautiful as the
size increases,
is beautiful as it transfers
through the generations.
The sparkle of a diamond as prepared by God is not limited by size,
is a blaze of light,
is triumphant in its presence,
is not contaminated by value,
is spectacular in appearance,
is a raiser of appreciation,
is seen in decoration of My garden.
The sparkle of a diamond reflects the eyes of God,
reflects the light of God,
reflects the purity of God.
The sparkle of a diamond is the standard of eternal life set for existence
in My garden.
The sparkle of a diamond neither fades nor wears away within eternity
of My garden,
only is besmeared within mortality:
where it is treated as a depository—
for that which would diminish its sparkle as prescribed by man.
The sparkle of a diamond is not an innate property of a diamond;
depends upon the light available for re-direction,
depends upon the source,
depends upon intensity,
depends upon surroundings,
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depends upon the size,
depends upon the purity,
depends upon the cut.
The sparkle of a diamond is the end result of skill:
governed both by knowledge mixed with wisdom—
to release the sparkle from what lies upon a bench.
The sparkle of a diamond emerges from the rough:
under hands of capability both guiding and directing;
under hands born both of practise and experience;
under hands both persevering and completing.
The sparkle of a diamond is substantive in its presence.
The sparkle of a diamond has its parallel in man:
has its parallel in his birth into mortality;
has its parallel with his development from the rough;
has its parallel with care in loving hands;
has its parallel with the shedding of impurities;
has its parallel with the ability of his shining;
has its parallel with the brightness of his light;
has its parallel with his selection for presence in My garden;
has its parallel as he dwells within the purity of eternity—
so enabling a reflection in the eyes of God.
The sparkle of a diamond should not remain hidden in an unfound stone,
should not remain lying without an
opportunity to change,
should not forever be remaining as it was—
never to attain its full potential so its glory
may shine forth.
The sparkle of a diamond should be the goal of man:
to be found both ready and waiting and willing to be
changed by a master craftsman;
to attain the fullness of the promise as purity is achieved;
to be selected to dwell forever within My garden—
in a place which is prepared.
The sparkle of a diamond sparkles still in the presence of man:
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is no longer overshadowed by man;
is no longer gathered selfishly by man;
is no longer placed where the sun can no longer reach—
where trips outside are mostly in the darkness—
when only lit by the lights of man.
The sparkle of a diamond is designed to sparkle all its life,
is designed to remind man of its being,
of the changes wrought,
of how it has been changed.
The sparkle of a diamond is subject to how man’s possessive strength
has overlain its freedom—
to keep it in the darkness where its sparkle is not seen,
to hide it in a vault from where it is not easily released,
to prevent admiring eyes appreciating its history of creation:
and the testimony it bears.
The sparkle of a diamond still keeps its affinity with the parallel of man:
who is also designed to sparkle all his life;
to remind man of the changes made within a life;
of how such display in fullness with amazement
on completion.
The sparkle of a diamond has its parallel in the freewill of man:
his coating of the contaminants of life which
prevent his shining;
of his imprisonment within the vaults of
Satan where his glory is not realised,
where his testimony is not
established for qualifying a
future both in time and space.
The sparkle of a diamond should be sought by man:
that he too should sparkle as he was born to do;
that he may participate in The Bride of Christ—
to be part of the glory of the sparkling that will
surround the bridegroom—
in the presence of The Father where the testimonies are
heard in receiving His acceptance.”
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I, The Lord Jesus (3)
“I,
The Lord Jesus,
would speak this day to all who would dwell within My garden.
“I,
The Lord Jesus,
would encourage all to learn and understand
the pre-requisites of entry,
the pre-requisites of citizenship,
the pre-requisites of adoption by The Father,
the pre-requisites of guidance and of counselling by My Spirit.
For these are the days of the preparation of My bride,
these are the days approaching the tribulation of the Earth,
these are the days just prior to My return,
these are the days when My prophets find their voices,
these are the days when the witnesses visit Heaven and return to
testify of all which they have learnt.
For these are the days when the Earth does tremble;
these are the days when the shores of man are washed by the
seas of God;
these are the days when the stripping of the Earth by man brings
the torrents with the mud slides—
which inundate the mistakes of man;
these are the days when mayhem expands its reach,
when misery approaches the woebegone,
when life is threatened by the miscreants,
when pillaging follows in the wake of destruction,
when victims are molested by the sons of Satan,
when the times of lightning and of thunder cause
all to run to shelter from the storms.
For these are the days when life will be held in low esteem,
when plunder and robbery are the seizers of both the day
and night,
when despair and mourning fill the eyes,
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the ears,
the faces of The Lost and The Unforgiving,
when the child is separated from a parent,
when a marriage and a family are beset by fear,
when a home is razed to the ground,
when survivors stumble on their way in attempts to flee what
follows in their tracks.
“I,
The Lord Jesus,
cry out to The Lost:
to put each house in order;
to prepare to overcome;
to store in safety that which will be needed in a
maelstrom of iniquity;
that which will be unavailable to
purchase with the monies born of man;
to acquire the gold of God;
to acquire value which will last,
which will not fade away with the
coming of the dawn,
which will bring penury when inflation
becomes a curse.
“I,
The Lord Jesus,
call out to My People,
The Makeup of My Bride,
The Gathered of the cross,
The Recognisers of The Messiah,
The Lovers of The Father,
The Saved and The Committed of God—
so these may focus on survival,
may focus on the will of God,
may hark to—
so to hear and follow—
the counselling of God.
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My People,
shift and move from your homes on the floodplains of
the rivers,
shift from the homes within the reach of the seas which
come to wash and launder,
shift out of reach from the down-side of the candles of
The Lord,
shift from where the tremblings of the Earth are likely to
be evident.
My People,
shift from the buildings of man reaching to the skies,
shift from the homes built in the shadows of the buildings
reaching to the skies—
which will need a place to fall,
shift from the surroundings where bush and brush fires
can rampage—
in seeking the proximity of fuel.
My People,
remove yourselves from slopes where rock falls and
avalanches can sweep all before them,
remove yourselves from homes upon the cliff edges—
with a precipice at hand,
remove yourselves from viewing positions—
selected for the eyes—
which may be the cause of untimely death.
My People,
do not dwell where access can be easily denied,
where threats to life are evident,
where injury is possible,
where shortages can accrue,
where household services may be broken for an
extended time.
My People,
do not dwell without protection from the wind shear,
the whirlwind,
the cyclone,
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which will carve a home to pieces,
which will scatter and destroy;
select your homes for this their time of safety—
as your sanctuaries of shelter—
for in these times those with wisdom will seek the assent of My Spirit—
in all they decide to do.
“I,
The Lord Jesus,
reach out to My People so they may be prepared:
for the storms about to assail the homes of man
who have:
turned from,
denied,
ignored,
sinned,
blasphemed—
thereby affirming by deed or action the nonrelevance of God within a life;
who have dishonoured their souls and spirits,
who have condemned their bodies as unfit for further use,
who have expressed their freewill choice—
by attitude or stipulation—
of any further interest of ever being in the company of God.
“I,
The Lord Jesus,
care for My sheep,
love My sheep,
call and shepherd My sheep—
that My sheep may dwell in safety in the end-time of My church:
so they may not be dispossessed by the cleansing of the Earth;
so they may not be caused to flinch as the angels spread their wings
of fury over the encountered sin;
so the angels will have marked the sanctuaries of The Lord for the
passover of the vengeance of The Lord—
so to fall on those still practising their iniquities at large.”
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The Sea of Faces
“The sea of faces is the sea of the lost.
The sea of faces is the sea who gather so to listen,
is the sea without a name,
is the sea of humanity crying out to be saved.
The sea of faces is the sea which welcomes My evangelists.
The sea of faces is the sea which stands upon its feet,
which listens with both ears,
which participates with attentiveness and keenness.
The sea of faces is the sea which walks,
is the sea which talks,
is the sea which hawks—
the “Good News” of The Kingdom.
The sea of faces have smiles upon their faces,
have joy within their hearts,
have the message of the Kingdom ready on their lips.
The sea of faces are upturned and excited,
are receiving knowledge based on wisdom,
are preparing for a journey:
into the very presence of the God of love.
The sea of faces number past a million souls where the teaching is
quite rare,
where the teaching is much sought after,
where the teaching is believed.
The sea of faces hear the call which builds a wave moving to the front,
which builds a wave of expectation,
which builds a wave awaiting the gifts of God upon each soul.
The sea of faces express the intensity of commitment,
are there in the assertion of belief,
are there to become a part of the family of God.
The sea of faces receive with joy and gladness within much gratitude—
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for the move of God within their ranks,
where they stand as witnesses,
where understanding is readied for a new day with
the coming dawn,
where their return to home is lightened by the gifts
they bear.
The sea of faces dwell within the torrent of living water which soaks
and cleanses;
dwell within the land as set aside for miracles,
for signs,
for wonders,
for deliverance,
for healings;
dwell within the presence of My spirit—
who brought the gifts to all who sought the
creation of the temple from the glove—
as carried at the starting out upon a journey to
find the source of truth.
The sea of faces are uplifted to the Son,
are uplifted to fresh hope,
are uplifted to a new beginning,
are uplifted to the starting point,
where the default is vanquished,
where the garden of The Lord awaits,
where eternity is Christened and opens wide its doors.
The sea of faces is a semblance of mankind,
is a gathering in a land where the truth is hard to find,
where restrictions are imposed by man,
where attacks can quell and silence the seeking
from their quest.
The sea of faces are a measure of the need of man to worship
and belong,
to understand and to partake,
to remember eat and drink under
the new found grace.
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The sea of faces is enlivened by the fire of My Spirit going forth from
My servants,
going forth to reach out to the multitudes,
going forth to bring salvation to the querying and the lost.
The sea of faces are far from disappointed,
are far from the gateway of rejection,
are far from the beliefs of the recent past which now
fail the test of truth.
The sea of faces will depart with much more than they brought,
with their lives now exchanged for light,
with their tongues now chattering in the
tongues of man and the tongues of Heaven,
with their families now knowing the reality
of their God in action in their lives.
The sea of faces saturate their neighbourhoods,
speak to neighbours in a witness—
as if a bell in clarity,
with inbuilt purity of tone,
which summons all to hear and do and act.
The sea of faces have masks no longer intended to be worn,
have masks destined for disposal,
have masks constructed for a wayward past which are
no longer relevant,
are no longer valued,
are no longer sought to fill
the stage of life with evil.
The sea of faces recognize the stage of jubilation,
recognize the new found promises of God,
recognize the beauty of their temples with the presence
of My Spirit.
The sea of faces remember well the face of the evangelist:
he who comes to declare the wonder of the will of God;
as a willing servant of the most high God who lives and loves—
His people now found within the new covenant of grace.”
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The Secrecy of God
“The secrecy of God is for the benefit of man.
The secrecy of God prevents man from saying what he thinks God wants
to hear,
to attempt to curry favour from where it is not justified,
to attempt to mask the feelings which lie just below the surface.
The secrecy of God is not limited by man,
is not limited by Satan,
is not limited by any thing or any being within the
creation sphere of God.
The secrecy of God is immune to attack,
will not reveal the secret of life to man when faced
with inert ingredients,
will not permit the prodding and the probing,
the cutting and the slicing,
the injecting and the incubating:
to allow man to claim success wherein a lie is present.
The secrecy of God is righteous and honourable,
is deft and up to date,
is synchronized and harmonized,
is secure and unable to be breached.
The secrecy of God has no visitors to observe the starting of the cell of
life embedded in eternity—
upon its journey through space and time—
for the creation cells of life as initiated by God within His will
and foresight.
The secrecy of God saves man from his own destruction as he plays
with clones,
as he plays instructing cells to do his bidding,
as he plays with mice and rats and rabbits and the pigs—
a game which ends in death for life at the wrong end of the
microscope.
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The secrecy of God has encryption self-adjusting in complexity of
component keys:
within at least seven dimensions—
where each must be present,
correctly ordered,
to be simultaneously applied.
The secrecy of God is well anchored in the mathematics of eternity:
of strings and ribbons waving in the fields;
of slugs and worms at home within the moats and holes;
of the home of exponentials which count with accuracy
far beyond where man can go—
in thought,
in reasoning,
in deed;
in experiments on home upon the island of man or in the space of man:
where such are at war with the conditions hostile to success.
The secrecy of God is as an archipelago,
which stands in the absence of the sea,
which man is unable to visit:
is unable to attend non-existent classes;
is unable to instruct or to receive the work of spies
when such are not empowered to attend—
in a prevailing atmosphere of great difficulty;
is unable to communicate in the language of
high intellect;
is unable to surmount the difficulties imposed
by God—
in protecting the life of man in all its fullness:
as it is awaited by the wise who understand the coming glory
and the exaltation—
of man when in his destiny as offered for his prime.
The secrecy of God is thorough and secure,
is necessary and correct,
is safeguarded with the keys,
is deep within the attributes of God.
The secrecy of God does neither bend nor yield,
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does neither tempt nor stain,
does neither stir nor cultivate.
The secrecy of God is vital to the long-term welfare of all life,
dwells within the spoken word of God—
out of earshot of the ears of man.
The secrecy of God is necessary because of the nature of man,
because of his addiction to his purse,
because of his jostling for position where status
rules supreme,
because of his willingness to participate,
to compete,
to jockey for the heights:
where the morality of God is of little or even of no account at all.
The secrecy of God is not a playground for the mystics,
is not found in the land of suppositions,
will not yield to the palmists and the stargazers —
the astrologers who have no faith in what they do,
no faith in what they say,
no faith in what they write,
no faith within their life except when
they choose to sit upon a chair.
The secrecy of God protects the wellspring of life,
protects the water of life,
protects the tree of life,
protects the journey of life in the face of adversities
and trials.
The secrecy of God protects the growth patterns,
protects the swarms,
protects the insects,
protects the purpose and the functioning available
for each.
The secrecy of God is a volcano venting truth;
is a volcanic cone preventing the ultimate truth
from being misused:
upon a bed of explanations and
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insincere commitments;
is a volcanic slope where the gradient is dangerous
and a fall can be disastrous.
The secrecy of God is a volcano biding its time,
in warning of the fear of God:
for all to depart and not intrude;
for all to walk another pathway to join the stars of God.”
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I, The Lord Jesus (4)
“I,
The Lord Jesus,
say this day to My people destined for My garden,
‘Have faith in all which you have read within My word,
in all which has been witnessed in the past,
in all which speaks of an inheritance awaiting,
in an existence of great value in a life—
extended far beyond the imaginings of man,
in a return—
to again be dwelling within the family
of God.’
I,
The Lord Jesus,
say this day to My people who await My coming for My bride,
‘Prepare for a change in lifestyle.
Prepare with the gift of tongues where practise and fluency
are required.
Prepare for the coming kingdom and the changes to
be wrought.’
I,
The Lord Jesus,
say this day to My people who seek to understand and to address
My plans for man,
‘Learn and assimilate the ways and expectations of God as
He relates to His children.
Keep My two commandments in your daily reckonings.
Live and rejoice in your relationship with The Living
Loving God.’
I,
The Lord Jesus,
say this day to all people whom I love just as they are,
‘Accept My offer of grace while it is today.
Accept the reality of The Loving God who dwells
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among you.
Accept the issue of sin and overcome it with a commitment
which impacts on eternity.
Accept My promises which are applicable to all—
for whom I died upon the cross.’
I,
The Lord Jesus,
say this day to all people whom I love but are hindered by
their unbelief,
‘Come investigate My works in the lands of Africa.
Seek and you shall discover all which I have laid
before you.
Find for your reward is great and easy to obtain as you
leave your shackles far behind.’
I,
The Lord Jesus,
say to all who see and hear,
‘Listen and attend where eternal life begins.
Commit and turn from the sinful ways of man.
Rejoice in righteousness as peace comes to the fore.
Acquire and learn the rewarding ways of God.’
I,
The Lord Jesus,
say to all who would speak and do,
‘Forsake the idolatry of generations past and present,
Free the soul from curses handed down through generations
of captivity.
Believe in a new beginning where truth and righteousness
are free to rule within a life.’
I,
The Lord Jesus,
say to all who read My words herewith proclaimed,
‘Arise shine,
for the day of your redemption has come.
Arise stand,
for the day of your servitude is at an end.
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Arise see,
what I have brought about within the lives of man—
that he may be free in deed.’
I,
The Lord Jesus,
seek and gather My sheep who presently are lost,
seek and cuddle My lambs in their hours of need,
seek and save My flock unto the family of God—
as they cry out for their salvation.
I,
The Lord Jesus,
bless and keep My sheep,
honour and bequeath unto My sheep,
love and bring grace freely to My would-be sheep,
love and care for all who linger outside the sheep-fold of
My sacrifice—
where the pasture is well below the best and nourishment
is scarce.
I,
The Lord Jesus,
bless and tend The Father’s flock entrusted to My care—
for the glory of The Father in an accretion to His Family.
I,
The Lord Jesus,
present and gift My Spirit to counsel and to guide
all those who know not what to do,
all those who not where I am found,
all those who desire to come and do not know the way.
Behold!
I,
The Lord Jesus,
am †the way the truth and the life—
no-one comes to the Father except through Me—
for such,
My words of yesteryear roll down from the age of My
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mortality unto this end-time foretold for man.
Behold!
I,
The Lord Jesus,
would rescue all the lost souls of man with their freewill intact.
Behold!
I,
The Lord Jesus,
know the way unto The Father and the testimony required.
Behold!
I,
The Lord Jesus,
have sent My Spirit with the gifts the signs the wonders and the
miracles to be active in His blessing of the life of man.
Behold!
I,
The Lord Jesus,
say,
‘I AM’ and stand before the face of man as The Living Loving
God who stamps My foot upon all forms of idolatry—
seen to be enslaving man.”
Scribal Notes: †Refer ‘The Bible’, John 14:6 (NKJV).
Similar titled item in Book 1 ‘God Speaks of His Return’, 2nd item in
Book 7 ‘God Speaks as His Presence’, 3rd and 4th items in Book 8,
‘God Speaks ex His Heart’.
Some others, which only partly use the 1st person pronoun, may have
similar or somewhat different titles depending on the content. If desired
and when encountered, such can be recorded in the ‘Journaling &
Notes.’
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New Beginnings
“The new beginnings of man are wrapped up in his relationship with his
God of sacrifice.
The new beginnings build in instalments upon the head of man,
to test his sincerity,
to test his ability to cope,
to test his readiness in preparation,
to test his commitment in past promises
with significance of meaning.
The new beginnings come in sequence for intent on following in the
footsteps of The Lord.
The new beginnings commence with the birthing of the spirit.
The new beginnings continue with the immersion of The body for the
second birth.
The new beginnings continue with the gifts of My Spirit inclusive of the
gift of tongues.
The new beginnings continue with the key of faith which unlocks the
gifts in their fullness.
The new beginnings continue with the preparedness of My bride.
The new beginnings building a foundation within mortality make
a jump—
to fulfilment on passing through the grave,
to eternity within the destiny of choice,
to the garden of The Lord where all has been prepared,
to life within My garden as adopted into the family of God.
The new beginnings hold great promises of the things to be,
hold great promises which fall as an inheritance,
hold great promises which will fulfil the expectations,
hold great promises where the conditions are already met,
hold great promises where the Son light holds full sway,
holds great promises where grace concedes to mercy.
The new beginnings cannot be manipulated,
cannot be misinterpreted,
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cannot be commandeered,
cannot be claimed as a right—
but rather as a gift originating from grace.
The new beginnings open a gateway needing to be approached with love
and care,
needing to be approached with grace fully in effect,
needing to be approached with wisdom directing knowledge,
needing to be approached with the thought processes in place,
need to be approached with the tongues of heaven expressing
in full fluency.
The new beginnings are incurred upon a commitment made
within mortality,
are dependent on the choice of man made while
in mortality,
are approved by My Spirit upon freewill of a novice
being seen in action—
unaccompanied by sin.
The new beginnings in confirmation represent
the cry of victory over death with sin,
the shout of proclamation to the heavens with commitment,
the angels with the white stone entry and delivering the new
garb of the gown of life.
The new beginnings reach across the gamut from the gates of Hell to the
gates of Heaven,
see the Good Shepherd moving all His sheep in but
one direction;
see those subject to a destiny of default moving the other
way under the guard of demons as the trap so closes.
The new beginnings speak of life resolved within perfection,
within the skill set of the angels,
within the spoken word of God.
The new beginnings augment the abilities of My people,
of all who join the throngs of God,
of all who seek to inherit the promises of God,
of all who seek and find the way prepared for the
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journeying of man,
of all who would accept the destiny of choice:
which leaves the default for ever dead and buried—
from where it can no longer have an impact on
the body soul and spirit.
The new beginnings bring the promises of God within the grasp of the
outstretched hands of man,
bring the inheritance of The Son within the reality
of the saints of God,
bring the eternal destiny of choice within the reach
of man,
bring the reconciliation of man and God to now be
outside the boundaries of sin,
bring the law down on its knees as grace is
redeemed by forgiveness,
bring the quest for righteousness once constrained
by the captivity of the law:
and so freed from the bottle known as Faith—
where the stopper is removed and sanctioned
on request while within the time field of man.
The new beginnings witness the works of God with the fruit now
nearly ripe—
and laid open for acceptance,
laid open with the entrance to a household of eternity,
laid open where God opens wide his arms in welcome
and proclaims:
‘†I am the way.’”
Scribal Note: †Refer ‘The Bible’, John 14:6 (NKJV).
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Contents: (Order Received)
Free In Deed
Days of Embit’ment and Accord
Entry to My Garden
Sparkle of A Diamond
Terror of The Seas
Variations in The Sea Level
Sequences in My Garden
Beating of A Drum
Swan of Regality
Comfort of The Lord
Life within My Garden
Cheerleader of My Garden
Achieving of My Garden
Crying of The Whales
Fields of Wonder
End-time Psalms of God
Missing from My Garden
My Light Within My Garden
Maestro of The Intellect
Arrowheads of God
Wishing of Man
Whistler in The Wind
Temperature of The Day
Withering of The Vine
Bleating of My Sheep
Reins of Power
Beauty of My Garden
Lining of Peru (Nazca Lines)
Visiting My Garden
Vacancies within My Garden
Snowfields in My Garden
Food Source of My Garden
Sourcing of Evil
Visions for The Future
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Pathway of The Stars of God
Days of Thunder
Tin-lizzies of The Skies
Relat’shps W’in My Garden
Meeting of The Minds
Songsters of God
Rewards of Faith
Garden of God
Movement of The Soul
Coming of the Tulips
I, The Lord Jesus
My Sheep w’n the Saleyards
Settlers within My Garden
Apocrypha of Man
Passing of a Cloud
Sustaining of a Vision
Management of God
Gardening of Man
Tableting of Man
Bow of a Ship
Dressing of My Garden
Requiem of Man
Garden of The Cross
Glory of My Garden
Sea of Faces
Scream of Agony
Example of the Philistines
Superintendency of God
Election of a Man
Secrecy of God
In the Sights of God
Figurines of Man
Hearing of My Call
In the Service of God
Ageing of Man
Window of Opportunity
Keepsakes of Life
I, The Lord Jesus
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New Beginnings
Greetings from Your King
Welcome to My Garden
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B
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Beauty of My Garden
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C
Cheerleader of My Garden
Comfort of The Lord
Coming of the Tulips
Crying of The Whales
D
Days of Embitterment and Accord
Days of Thunder
Dressing of My Garden
E
Election of a Man
End-time Psalms of God
Entry to My Garden
Example of the Philistines
F
Fields of Wonder
Figurines of Man
Food Source of My Garden
G
Garden of God
Gardening of Man
Garden of The Cross
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Glory of My Garden
Greetings from Your King
H
Hearing of My Call
I
I, The Lord Jesus
I, The Lord Jesus
In the Service of God
In the Sights of God
K
Keepsakes of life
L
Life within My Garden
Lining of Peru (Nazca Lines)
M
Maestro of The Intellect
Management of God
Meeting of The Minds
Missing from My Garden
Movement of The Soul
My Light Within My Garden
My Sheep within the Saleyards
N
New Beginnings
P
Passing of a Cloud
Pathway of The Stars of God
R
Reins of Power
Relationships Within My Garden
Requiem of Man
Rewards of Faith
S
Scream of Agony
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Sea of Faces
Secrecy of God
Settlers within My Garden
Sequences in My Garden
Snowfields in My Garden
Songsters of God
Sourcing of Evil
Sparkle of A Diamond
Superintendency of God
Sustaining of a Vision
Swan of Regality

..

T
Tableting of Man
Temperature of The Day
Terror of The Seas
Tin-lizzies of The Skies
V
Vacancies within My Garden
Variations in The Sea Level
Visions for The Future
Visiting My Garden
W
Welcome to My Garden
Whistler in The Wind
Window of Opportunity
Wishing of Man
Withering of The Vine
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The Coming Day of The Lord
“The coming day of The Lord is a sequence borne of the need
for restoration.
The coming day of The Lord asserts the wrath of God upon the plight
of man:
upon his treating of his home;
upon his doping and his drives;
upon his selfishness and greed;
upon his idolatry and carnality.
The coming day of The Lord will cleanse the Earth of its smudges and its
blurs,
its hypocrisy and its cesspits,
its iniquity and its hard-heartedness,
its selfishness and its enmity both to
brotherhoods and God.
The coming day of The Lord will root out the infestations of false belief,
will root out the lazy and the blasphemers,
will root out the parasites and the worms,
will root out the vain and the proud—
those who have no fruit,
who know no fruit,
who develop no fruit,
who carry no fruit—
which lasts beyond the grave of man.
The coming day of The Lord will readjust the boundaries of man:
will examine the grudge bearers without a valid cause,
will examine the carriers of hearts of evil intent,
will examine the bearers of hearts consumed by vengeance,
will examine the hate mongers of hearts encumbered with a score
to settle,
will examine the princes and the generals of hearts in preparation
for a war.
Beware of those who fail their examination:
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for they will have no cause for hope,
no reason to assume success,
no possibility of enticing to entrapment,
no justification for the taking of the profile of
the murderer.
The coming day of The Lord will follow the testimony of My word;
the prophecies of the prophets whom I know;
the course declared by valid introspections interpreting:
the ways and means of the footfalls of God upon the Earth.
The coming day of The Lord lays waste and reconfigures.
The coming day of The Lord clears landscapes from contamination of
like with like.
The coming day of The Lord elevates My people to due prominence
under grace.
The coming day of The Lord hears and acts on the calls of My saints.
The coming day of The Lord checks the rise of evil with the spread
of violence.
The coming day of The Lord consolidates the Earth in readiness for
its future.
The coming day of The Lord prevents infestations from spreading to
areas of interest.
For as the heavens speak so the heavens do.
For as the Lord intends so the Lord affirms.
For as Satan plots so his plans are foiled.
The coming day of The Lord finally approaches its fulfilment,
finally is to be implemented on the status of the Earth,
finally is declaring a warning to His people within the
new covenant of the cross.
The coming day of The Lord sees a flash within the skies,
indicates the time of imminence,
allows for the wise and the righteous to evacuate:
to shelter within the Earth,
under the Earth,
in the shadows of the Earth—
so protection is assured from the streaming of the skies—
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so safety is released after three cycles of the hour hands:
those of the wound clocks of man.
The coming day of The Lord witnesses the streaming of My vengeance,
the streaming of My wrath,
the streaming of My corrections as impacting on
the surface areas of the Earth:
where the conflicts of man know of no forgiveness,
know of neither grace nor of mercy,
know of neither resolution nor of peace—
while the misplaced faith of the resolute will neither yield
nor negotiate—
without placing a lie upon the paper:
there to be adorned with the signatures of man.
The coming day of The Lord will not be re-released on man,
will not recur as His carrier of vengeance,
will not re-inflict the wrath of God.
The coming day of The Lord is an indicator of the proximity of
My return,
of My second advent,
of My coming for My bride,
of My instatement with My Kingdom as a colony of Heaven,
of the governance of My Kings and Queens—
each replete with their inheritance.
The coming day of The Lord upholds the promises of God,
the oversight of The Father,
the presence of The Holy Spirit—
with the participation of the hosts of Heaven—
in upholding righteous life upon the Earth.”
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Of End-time Events
“The end-time events of God are not resequenced by man.
The end-time events of God are imposed upon man in his mortality:
in all his fear of God,
in all his wisdom gained,
in all his knowledge acquired,
in all his understanding realized,
in all his adoption of the truth,
in all his walk in righteousness,
in all his commitment to the bride of Christ,
in all his selection or rejection of a destiny with God.
The end-time events of God bring a new beginning in extending the
horizons of man.
The end-time events of God are worthy of deep consideration.
The end-time events of God speak of the immortality of God about to
enter the mortality of man.
The end-time events of God introduce man to the results of the
application of freewill,
introduce accountability for the past,
introduce transitioning to a differing lifestyle.
The end-time events of God bring certainty replacing faith,
bring reality replacing hope,
bring mercy replacing grace,
bring pleading replacing conviction,
bring royalty on schedule replacing the
governance of man,
bring the edifice of heaven replacing the
edifice of man,
bring the thrones of God replacing the
thrones of man.
The end-time events of God are in clarity of occurrence:
as to impact on the multitudes;
as to impact on My bride;
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as to impact on the time of preparation.
The end-time events have arrived,
grow in their ferocity as they berate the Earth.
The end-time events are acquiring the practice of laying waste and
of wrecking,
are acquiring the tempests of the fire and of flooding,
are acquiring the inundations of the surging of the seas,
are acquiring the invasions of the cyclones on the move,
are awaiting the candles with their plumes and flows.
The end-time events sweep and clean the crowded sin fields from
the Earth,
toss and turn the overflowing sin bins of the cities,
suck and blow the sinning hidey-holes of man.
The end-time events sprout and serve the violence of man:
the senseless with the savage;
the murderous with the looting;
the mobs with the brainwashed—
all as filled with the rampaging souls of man.
The end-time events introduce and dismiss the insurrections against
the state:
the rebellions against authority,
the coups with the betrayals,
the blood letting with the killing:
where mercy is unknown,
where grace has long fled the fields of battle and of death;
where the soul of man is welded to Satanic motivations in
the evil seeking of attention—
when no value is placed upon a life.
The end-time events shudder and retreat,
pause and refresh,
shake and advance.
The end-time events climb and escalate the viciousness of man,
the viciousness of climate,
the viciousness of activities:
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previously unseen by man.
The end-time events introduce barbarians running wild,
soldiers without command,
mercenaries looking for an outlet
where they can maim and injure,
where they can confront and butcher,
where they can set the children one against another.
The end-time events bring forth pleas to be ignored,
bring forth calls to be silenced,
bring forth screams shortened by a blow,
bring forth shouts of impatience,
bring forth orders without substance,
bring forth the guns—
the weaponry of man—
to be pointed at the innocent as fingers
tighten on the triggers,
bring forth the sound of firing which speaks of the
break-up of the families:
as members fall lifeless on the Earth.
The end-time events create those who willingly would flee,
who willingly would leave,
who willingly would hide,
who willingly would join the refugees:
if such had the means,
if such could reach a place of safety where options still prevail,
if such had the ability to transport their possessions:
in the absence of the fire enveloping their homes,
in the absence of the fire issuing from the barrels,
in the absence of the fire targeting their hopes and
dreams and life its very self.
The end-time events witness the death scenes of man,
witness man’s inhumanity to man,
witness the hand of God moving as it both cleanses
and purifies:
the landscapes and the seascapes of the Earth—
from the sinners with their residues of sin.
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The end-time events build into a crescendo of destruction,
where the deaths of man can be no longer counted,
where the bodies lie where they have fallen,
where the birds do feed and peck,
do rip and tear,
do fight and squabble:
where life has forsaken the mortal gloves of man,
where life has likely bypassed the selection of
a destiny,
where life with the ownership of an entry in the
book of life may only be known by God.
The end-time events have the preparation of the bride:
the separating of the goats from My sheep,
of the kids from the lambs,
of the tares from the wheat;
the practising of My Spirit’s gifts;
the fluency in tongues,
the decorating of the gowns of life,
the storage of the jewels on the far side of
the grave,
the attending to the soon-to-be shortages of life,
the necessities of life—
of water and of food,
within a sanctuary of God—
where defence is likely to be necessary—
when dwelling within the zones of the troubling of man.
Wise is he who has at hand the means of his defence in a coming
time of violence,
who has the necessities of life stored securely—
as supply chains are broken,
as shortages rule both the day and the night,
as weight loss becomes a problem which
focuses the mind:
on the recurring need for seizures of replenishments.
Scribal Note: Refer also ‘The Days of Thunder’, His Book ;
and ‘The Days of Thunder ()’, His Book .
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What are The End-time Psalms of God?
“The end-time works of God seize this moment for attention,
hold the interest of these hands,
welcome this presence of the intellect of My would-be bride.
The end-time works of God stretch both time and space,
stretch the past into the present,
stretch the present into the future:
stretch the mind of man;
stretch the extensibility of knowledge into wisdom.
The end-time works of God bear the reality of God,
bear the reality of His return,
bear the reality of Heaven and of Hell,
bear the reality of adoption into the family of God,
bear the reality of the need for preparation of My bride,
bear the reality of My gift of tongues wherein fluency
is sought.
The eight parts of the end-time works of God speak of a new beginning,
is the voice of God appearing in dictation,
is the reality of God made known within
the end-time now awaiting My return.”
Scribal Note:
The companion volumes in this, and those of the other three, series form
The Parts of The End-time Psalms of God.
1. God Speaks of His Return Introduces His Banner
2. God Speaks in His Scrolls on the Website of the Lord
3. God Speaks by His Spirit to the Coming Storm
4. God Speaks to His End-time Calls for Man
5. God Speaks on His Eternity with Letters from the Son
6. God Speaks for His Bride via the Clouds of Conquest
7. God Speaks as His Presence unto the Edifice of God
8. God Speaks ex His Heart to Life within His Garden
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